Press Release

TAXI LIFE: NACON ANNOUNCES
A NEW ENTRY IN ITS LIFE SIMULATION RANGE
Lesquin, 12 July 2022 – Today, NACON and the studio Simteract are pleased to reveal that they have once
again joined forces, this time for the development and publication of the game Taxi Life.
When seeking a partner on the project, Simteract, a development studio specialised in simulation games,
naturally turned to NACON, with whom they are already collaborating on the project Train Life: A Railway
Simulator.
NACON has a particular interest in simulation games, which have been attracting more and more players
over the last few years. The arrival of Taxi Life in Nacon's catalogue expands the publisher’s Life range of
games, which let players plan, manage and execute specific tasks linked to the profession represented in
each title.
In Taxi Life, the player manages a personal transportation company, set in none other than Barcelona, used
as the open world playing field. The player progresses in the city's iconic neighbourhoods and can admire
more than 200 of its buildings, monuments, museums, parks and sculptures, all faithfully reproduced. The
game uses the studio's proprietary technologies, in particular ‘Traffic AI’ and the ‘City Generator’.

Taxi Life will be available on consoles and PC. More information concerning the game's release date and
Early Access will be provided at a later time.
All NACON games and accessories: nacongaming.com
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About NACON
NACON is a company of the BIGBEN Group founded in 2019 to optimize its know-how through strong synergies in the video game
market. By bringing together its 16 development studios, the publishing of AA video games, the design and distribution of premium
gaming devices, NACON focuses 30 years of expertise at the service of players. https://www.nacongaming.com/
About Simteract
Simteract is a development studio with 50 employees that specialises in making railway simulators for industry professionals. Since
2018, the studio has focused on creating video games and has recruited veterans of the sector, using the expertise they earned while
working in rail to provide fun and authentic games.

